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Abstract

The influence of an rf wave in the ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) on

the toroidal ion temperature gradient driven drift mode (iii-mode) is

presented. The four wave parametric process involving a fast magnetosonic

source wave and ion cyclotron sidebands is considered. Explicit expressions for

the nonlinear growthrate and the associated ion thermal conductivity are

derived. The stability and transport properties are found to be sensitive to

the sign of ko* k, where li^ andlc are the pump and Tii-mode wavevectors

respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is now recognized that radiofrequency (rf) waves can have important

consequences for the stability of low frequency modes in fusion machines.

The effect of rf waves on drift modes has been considered by many authors

[1-3]. Recently, the possibility of using rf waves to stabilize interchange

modes has received some attention [4-9] . The suppression of the interchange

mode by an rf field in the ion cyclotron range has also been observed ex-

perimentally ( e g in a small mirror device at Kayoto [10] and at the Phaedrus

tandem mirror at Wisconsin [11] ).

Another mode of considerable interest for tokamak transport today and which

has several features in common with the MHD interchange mode is the

toroidal ion temperature gradient driven drift mode (rn-mode) [12-16]. The

Tii-mode is often destabilized when T|| = Ln/Lx > 1 and gives an ion energy

transport that is virtually independent of density. It is thought to be re-

sponsible for the ^ansport in the high density regime where the Neo-Alcator

scaling has satur t •} [17]. An indication of the relevance of rij-modes is that

the transport h >:;n found to decrease in connection with pellet fuelling

[18-19] which ,.. (i a small Ln and accordingly T^. The recently developed

fluid theory w.). b does not expand in en = 2Ln/Ls [16] has also led to a

transport of rtf: correct order of magnitude [20] and shown why rn-mode

transport ma; c consistent with the good confinement in H-mode discharges

( large Ln aim Hi) [20-21]

In this paper v • examine the effect of an rf field in the ion cyclotron range on

temperature gradient driven drift modes and the corresponding change in the

ion energy transport using a two fluid description. The low frequency TU-

mode at (co.lc) interact with the high frequency fast magnetosonic pump at (w0,

k0) where co0 - Wei and generate sidebands at (co ±co0,Tc ±%>)- The side bands

beat with the primary rf pump to produce the nonlinear density response that

modifies the stability properties of the r|j-mode. Here, the sidebands are
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taken to be electrostatic ion cyclotron waves. Sideband coupling as well as

low frequency ponderomotive force terms are considered in both the ion

continuity and energy equation.

In section II we derive a nonlinear dispersion relation for the ru-mode in the

presence of the rf pump wave. The consequences for stability of rji-modes in

tokamaks are also discussed. The quasilinear ion energy diffusivity is derived

in section III. Finally, section IV summarizes the results.

II. NONLINEAR DISPERSION RELATION

We consider an electromapnetic pump wave (©o, ko) in the ion -cyclotron

range propagating in the plasma with a pressure gradient along the x-(radial)

direction and the equilibrium magnetic field T?s in the z-direction. A local

theory is expected to provide a relevant description since the high frequency

waves as well as the fastest growing Tii-modes have wavelengths well below

the background inhomogeneity scale lenghts. The high amplitude

electromagnetic pump wave,

- • - » - » - »

EQ = EQ exp[ - i (co^t- ko* r)] +c.c,

Bo ^koxEo/cob (1)

produces an oscillatory drift TOj and density oscillations noj (i.e., j = i,e). The

linear high frequency response of ions and electrons are obtained using fluid

equations and can be written as
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v0I i = e

(2a)

b (2b)

where ©ci =cB s /m i c

Near the cyclotron resonance ( assuming koZ « ko) we have Eox + iEoy ~ o. The

corresponding linear density response due to the pump may be written as

Ooj = no —T T—7T (3)

where n"is the equilibrium density and Ln is the density scale length.

The low frequency electrostatic ni-mode at frequency w and wave vector Tc

distorts the rf wave field at (a>0,^,) resulting in the generation of electrostatic

ion cyclotron sidebands at ( a> ± a)0,lt ±Xo )• Let the electrostatic potential of

these waves be
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> = <|> exp[- i (oot-ky)]

(4)

where a)+ =

The linear response at the sideband frequencies is obtained from Eqs. (2) by

replacing the subscript 0 by ± and Eo by -

e«t»+

(5a)

&

v+ze=-e<|>+k+J ,/inecaö (5b)

and the density response

= n°0 (6)
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The sidebands are close to resonance, except for a small frequency mismatch,

i.e.

k*c>
(7)

Higher order sidebands are neglected. The linear velocity oscillations at the

pump and sideband frequencies interact to produce a low frequency pon-

derumotive force giving rise to a nonlinear low frequency velocity perturba-

tion,

zxF n i
vi = " (8)

where

Fpj = - 2 ( V ° J ' V v - > " V V ° J + V°J * V V + J + v + i 'V V°J

[ vlj x (i^, x EQ ) + v+j x (i^j x Eo *) ] (9)

We will here neglect the zero frequency component of the ponderomotive

force under the assumption of a nearly homogeneous rf-field, i.e

f dlnEp ( dlnnp

For the description of the toroidal Tji-mode a recently developed two-fluid

theory [16] is used which in Ref. [22] was found to be in very good agreement

with kinetic theory. The electrons are taken to be adiabatic,

j j _ j
0 ~~ T

no e

(10)
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since the parallel pondercmotive force is negligible for small values of koz. For

the ions we start with the continuity equation:

-» -» - + N L

V

v_ + n_vo-( n̂  v+ + n+v0*) = 0 (11)

where vE= g-(^x V<t>),el=^- , v.; = ^-g-(e | ,x V P),

•^. is the stress tensor drift and ~\££ is the ion polarization drift. The last two

terms in (11) represent the influence of the ponderomotive force and the

sideband coupling and are given by Eqs. (2-8). Parallel ion motion has here

been neglected. This is for the toroidal tu-mode allowed when k2p2 > 0.1 and

corresponds to the fastest growing modes. The coupling to the energy

equation is provided by the term:

V(n iv. i)=;~-vD iV5P i (12)

where "v̂ . is the sum of V B and curvature drifts. The energy equation,

including full curvature effects, is written

3 {
2"nV
3 /" 3 -» \ -» ->

^ + v -V J T + p V - v = - V - q (13)

where q* is the diamagnetic heat flux q"* [12] :

and

VT (14b)
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It was in Refs [16] shown that the inclusion of q**and the corresponding

curvature contribution of v»^*is essential for the linear description of the

mode. The model gives a realistic linear stability treshold as compared to

kinetic theory [22]. In (13) the rf-field enters as a compressibility term,

From eqs. (11) - (14) we now obtain the linear and nonlinear density

responses:

Te

NL 0 -» ->NL
0 ji ,

N L töDiöTj / T i 0 + k - v + — ö - ( n o v_ + n _ v o + no v + + n + v 0 )

— = 5 ~, 2 ~ ^ T " ( 6 )

°o c a - l a b ^ l + j S j

where

(ote is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency and ©D/ is the magnetic drift

frequency.

Poisson's equation for the sideband potential yields

(17)
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with

-NL

- > - • •

2<ö+
(18)

The nonlinear density response now takes the form

NL
°i

Ho-
5

CD-f
f 8j

with

c«t» (19)

l 2 k2c22 c 2

(20a)

i k - ^ i2 k2
c;

( A 2 - a 2 ) k^zv
2

e

(20b)

(20c)

« = —T (On (20d)

K — k +k()X+koy

and

(20e)

v I 2 - I e E ° * I 2
(200

Finally, combining (19) with (10) using quasi-neutrality we arrive at the

dispersion relation:
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tå. 1+ +J5L 1,

The dispersion relation (21) is to be compared with the pure T|J -mode case

[16] . The influence of the rf-field enters through the parameters ju1 and /ut .

The solution is given by:

(22)

where

,2 2

and

(23b)

For koy = 0 the rf effect enters only through /ui . This gives a small stabilizing

effect on the T|j-mode in a large part of parameter space corresponding to

modes propagating in the ion diamagnetic direction. For koy # 0 the jU2-term

usually dominates and gives a stabilizing effect if koy is positive.

In fig. 1 the stability boundaries of T) i as a function of en are given with koy/k

as a parameter and with the pump amplitude IEOXI = 2 kV/cm. Here we also

assume kox = k. As is seen both a large Ikoy/kl and a significant value of IEOXI

is needed to influence the mode stability. In the limit of small en the rf effect

is negligible and the results of Ref [16] is recovered.
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The growthrate as a function of pump amplitude IEOXI is given in fig. 2 with en

as a parameter and for koy/k = 2. The stabilizing effect is sensitive to the

value of en and tokamak regions of large en (centre region) are more strongly

affected. For the given parameter values with en = 1.8 a pump field of 1.1

kV/cm is needed for complete stabilization.

HI. TRANSPORT

The results of sec. n show that the rf-field has a moderate effect on the r\r

mode stability for realistic parameter values. The condition y/a)r < 1, fulfilled

in the absence of rf, is valid also here. We thus expect the quasilinear theory

developed in Ref. [23] to be appropriate. In Ref. [20] it was shown that the

quasilinear results compared well with the fully nonlinear transport obtained

from numerical simulations.

The ion energy flux is obtained as:

rT = <vE x6T i
L>+<vE x8T i > (24)

Hen v is small compared to VEX and has been neglected.

From (13) we derive the linear temperature perturbation :

Introducing quasineutrality with (10) we obtain

(26)

The out of phase part then takes the form
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r

For the nonlinear temperature perturbation we arrive at

i =Ti0 5 Y" ( '
e

Using Fick's law

we then obtain:

( 3 0 )

where the influence of the rf-field enters mainly through ju2 and y.

For weak turbulence of in-mode type the saturation level Ie<t>/Tel can be

estimated from a balance between linear growth and the dominant E x B

convective nonlinearity as:

(31)( 3 1 )

This estimate gives a smaller value of the saturation amplitude than the usual

mixing length estimate and also gives a better scaling of <t> ( and hence of Xi )

with dimensionless parameters like rji .This has been verified by fully

nonlinear numerical simulations for the pure ru-mode case[20] .Using (31) in

(30) we obtain
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(32)

V-jöbiJ ++Y2

where the summation has been replaced by a normalization constant C (which

is of order unity) and y is the growthrate of the fastest growing mode. Fig. 3

shows the en-scaling of the ion thermal conductivity obtained from eq. (32).

The favourable scaling with en [corresponding to an increased transport

towards the edge] is still present although less pronounced in the destabilizing

case with koy/k = -4. We note that the rf terms in (32) contributes additional

heat pinch effects through u, and u t . Here, however, the stability boundaries

are also changed and Xi remains positive corresponding to an outward energy

flux.

The transport scaling with IEOXI is shown in fig.4. For large negative values of

kOy/k a significant increase in Xi is observed. We also note that in this case the

difference in xi between inner and outer region of the plasma (corresponding

to large and small values of en ) is decreased whereas the opposite is found for

kOy/k > 0.

IV. Conclusions

The effect of an rf field in the ion cyclotron range on the stability of and

transport by iu-modes has been studied. A nonlinear dispersion relation

involving a fast magnetosonic pump wave and electrostatic ion cyclotron

sidebands has been derived (eq. 21 ). For koy = 0 the rf-field was found to

have u small stabilizing influenced over the larger part of the tokamak cross

section (for finite koZ) while for koy £ 0 the sign ofT^» Tc determines the

stability properties. If lkoy/kl < 1 the effect is small and koy/k > 0 gives

stabilization. For koy/k ~ - 4 a significant increase in the ion thermal conduc-

tivity was found for large values of en (bulk plasma).
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Figure captions

1. Stability boundaries of rii as a function of en ( = 2 L O / L B ) with koy/k as
(V - 5

a parameter, lokamak parameters used are Bs = 3 Tesla, n° = 10 cm ,

Ti = Te =9 keV and k2p2=o.l

2. Growthrate as a function of pump amplitude Eox with en (= 2Ln /Ln )as a

parameter .other parameters as in fig 1( koy/k=2).

3. Variation of Xi w ' th en ( = 2 L D / L B ) for m =3, x =1, k2p2=o.2

and Eox = 2 kV / cm.

4. Scaling of x i with pumpamplitude Eox and with koy/k as a parameter

for TU =3, k2p2=o.2 and x =1 .
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